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Abstract– This paper introduces a new envelope tracking power 
supply to enhance the performance and reduce the overall volume 
of transmitter modules. The realization is based on a gyrator 
resonant switched-capacitor converter (GRSCC) that acts as a 
controlled bi-directional current source with a virtually 
instantaneous response to create the desired envelope. A quasi-non-
casual control method is further applied to closely track high-rate 
signals without further increasing the switching frequency. The 
resultant dynamic performance for a given envelope reference 
signal is significantly improved, providing envelope supply voltage 
without clipping distortion. Design example and simulations are 
detailed, and the operation of envelope tracker is verified on a 
150mW prototype switched at 2.3MHz, able to track a 1MHz 
envelope with less than half the losses of a linear regulator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the proliferation of portable electronics, the issue of 
power management has become one of the primary factors to 
achieve small and light equipment, and in particular prolonging 
the device operability (battery life) and maintaining satisfactory 
performance. The two main power consumers of a portable 
system are the processor and the communication (wireless) 
transmitter. The main objective of the processor’s supply is to 
sustain a well-regulated constant output voltage under wide 
range of load changes. On the other hand, the main challenge in 
the design of the transmitter supply is for its voltage to be 
modulated at base-band signal rate (10MHz range), requiring 
extremely high control bandwidth [1-4]. Therefore, design efforts 
are not as much in efficiency but in size of passive components 
[1]. 

Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) or Envelope 
Tracking (ET) methods [2-16] realize envelope modulation of 
the power supply by either linear regulators, switch-mode 
regulators, or both. To achieve high efficiency of the switched-
mode converter, switched-inductor converter topologies are 
prominent. Ideally there, the efficiency characteristics can be 
maintained high for wide range of conversion ratios. However, to 
minimize the necessity of additional linear regulation to achieve 
the required bandwidth, ultra-fast switching converters are used 
[16-18] where their switching losses may affect the efficiency. In 
addition, the total size of these solutions is not necessarily 
reduced since now inductors are required, which may also 
prohibit on-chip integration. 

Switched-capacitor (SC) technology has a unique benefit of 
being a ‘perfect’ candidate for miniaturization and on-chip 
integration [19-21]. In the context of ET, SC is a poor solution 
since it can produce high efficiency in singular conversion ratios 
[22, 23]. Fortunately, a new family of gyrator resonant switched-
capacitor converters (GRSCC) with continuous conversion ratio 
was recently introduced in [24]. In addition to a wider efficiency-
curve, the converter has current sourcing capability and has been 
shown to respond without delay to line and load variations [19]. 
These attributes make the GRSCC an attractive candidate for ET 
applications. 

The objective of this study is to introduce a new rapid 
adaptive voltage scaling envelope tracking system that is 
realized by a GRSCC for volume-sensitive low-power 
applications. The solution, as detailed in Fig. 1, provides a high-
efficiency, volume-saving alternative to the conventional 
switched-inductor approach. Combined with a newly developed 
non-linear controller, the ET power supply minimizes the 
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tracking mismatch and significantly reduces losses related to the 
linear regulator shape adjuster.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes the new ET principle of operation, portrays the effect 
of design constraints on the tracking capability, and presents a 
control scheme to minimize tracking mismatches. Section III 
delineates the realization of a GRSCC as an envelope tracker. 
Next, Section IV provides a design example to track a typical 
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) RF signal. 
Experimental results and the conclusion are then provided in 
Sections V and VI, respectively. 

II. ENVELOPE TRACKING BY CURRENT SOURCING 

A generic behavior of the circuit in Fig. 1 can be conceptually 
described by a controlled current-source that produces I(t) and 
mimics the operation of the GRSCC, capacitance CH and a load 
resistance RPA, as illustrated in Fig. 2. As described in [3,6], a 
constant resistor is used to emulate the effective loading by a 
transmitter. For VCC(t) to perfectly match a desired envelope 
signal VE(t), the current source is to output a signal I(t) with the 
linear dependency of the form: 
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A physical converter is limited by current boundaries of Imin 
and Imax. As a result, in some cases VCC(t) would be lower than 
the desired VE(t), a prohibited scenario in ET applications. 
Derived from (1) and the circuit in Fig. 2, the response of VCC(t) 
has a first-order nature due to the current limitation of Imax. In 
most ET applications, the information for the required voltage is 
available by pseudo non-casual data (e.g. broadcast signal). 
Therefore, skewing the current injection sequence can be applied 
by a factor ΔTmax which can be expressed as: 
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where Vpeak is the maximum value for VCC(t). A profile vector 
with length ΔTmax of the desired target envelope is used as the 
reference signal to the tracking system. 

To account for the current output limitations and to satisfy 
VCC(t) > VE(t) at all times, the reference vector is reconstructed 
based on the voltage ramp up or down capabilities of the current 
source. The resulting VE

*
(t) deviates from VE(t) only when the 

desired envelope's slews are higher than can be obtained by the 
current source applied on CH. 

The procedure to generate VE
*
(t) is carried out in three steps 

and is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 3 which describes an 
arbitrary portion of a given envelope signal VE(t). A preliminary 
step based on the system parameters (i.e., the current ratings, 
output capacitance and the load), calculates the ramping up/down 
capabilities in the system as follows:   
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 An average model to illustrate the tracking concept. The GRSCC is Fig. 2

modelled by a controlled current source with saturation.  
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In the second step (Fig. 3a), for a given vector length of 
ΔTmax, the possible ramp-up trajectories are compared with the 
slews of VE(t) and the reference vector is reconstructed by 
tangential trajectories to VE(t) (i.e., with equal slope) to assure 
that VCC(t) = VE

*
(t) > VE(t). In the final step (Fig. 3b), the 

procedure is repeated with the ramp-down trajectories. The 
resulting reference vector VE

*
(t) is depicted in Fig. 3c. For 

evaluation purposes, the current-limited injection sequence can 
be derived using (1) with VE

*
(t). Fig. 4 shows a wider view of the 

tracking operation, demonstrating generation of a continuous 
reference vector with severe current output limitations, as well as 
comparison with constant supply setting. It can be observed that 
in spite of the limited ramping capabilities, significant portion of 
the losses is reduced thanks to the tracking method. 

III. REALIZATION OF A CURRENT SOURCE BY A GYRATOR 

RESONANT SWITCHED CAPACITOR CONVERTER 

The GRSCC topology (Fig. 1) recently presented in [19] has 
evolved from the conventional soft-switched resonant switched-
capacitor converter (SCC) configuration. As can be seen in Fig. 
5, a third switching state is added to balance the charge 
difference between the input and output rather than introducing 
losses. By doing so, the converter allows higher efficiency over a 
wide and continuous step-up/down conversion ratio. Thanks to 
its soft-switching resonant nature it is applicable at high 
frequencies and features near-ideal bi-directional pulsed current 
source behavior. The pulsed behavior can be expressed by 
average pulse current amplitude, Ipulse, of the converter, given by: 

 in
pulse

pulse
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C

T

V
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where C is the flying capacitor value, Vin is the supply voltage, 
and Tpulse = 3π√LC is the pulse duration of the converter, set by 
the resonant network of L and C. Bi-directional operation is 
realized by reversing the three-state switching scheme, and is 
expressed in the context of (4) by the expression having positive 
values for sourcing current and negative values for sinking 
current operation. As described in detail in [19], immediate 
response can be achieved with the GRSCC by pulse-density 
modulation (PDM). 

Voltage regulation using ripple-based PDM [19,25] applies 
valley comparison to the output voltage, i.e. a comparator that 
triggers the pulsed source each time a reference value is met. 
Ideally, this method can be applied to envelope tracking by 
comparing VCC(t) to the synthesized VE

*
(t). Practically, in 

envelope tracking applications the high-rate envelope variation 
and, in this study, the need to track a synthesized VE

*
(t) prohibits 

to use a physical comparator due to the intrinsic delay between 
the valley detection to the pulse output. To remedy this, pre-
calculation and comparison is conducted in advance as follows: 

Assuming that the resultant output voltage deviation for a 
given pulse magnitude of Ipulse is relatively small, VCC(t) can be 
approximated by first order to (Fig. 6):  
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where t0 is the time of an initiated pulse, t1= t0+Tpulse is the pulse 
end and t2 is the trigger point for the next pulse, when VCC(t) = 
VE

*
(t) (see Fig. 6). VCC(t) is actively reduced when needed by 

sinking excess charge back to the source using indication from 
an upper threshold. This threshold is set to VCC(t) = VE

*
(t) + 

ΔVCC, where ΔVCC is the impact of a single pulse, expressed as: 
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It should be noted that one potential drawback of this method 
is lack of feedback and as a result, sensitivity to parameter 
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 Illustration describing the tracking operation and saved energy Fig. 4
for an information segment in VE(t) under severe current limitation 

conditions. 
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 Current wavforms on the GRSCC depicted in Fig.1 for two Fig. 5

pulses. The top graph displays the current on the resonant tank, ic(t), bottom 
graph displays the resonant pulse as seen by thhe output, namely ipulse(t) and 
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variations. This is resolved by either parameter estimation, or 
worst-case based design with minor effect on the tracking 
capability. 

IV. SIMULATION CASE STUDY 

General design guidelines for the construction of the GRSCC 
have been previously delineated in [19]. Therefore only specific 
considerations for the ET application are described through a 
simulation example.  

The target parameters for the envelope tracker are listed in 
Table I. Given the output power and peak to average power ratio 
(PAPR), the peak current is Ipeak ≈ 0.45 A at VCC ≈ 2.24 V. Based 

on (4), the converter is designed to output current of Ipulse = 1 A 
to satisfy ramping capabilities of 2 V/μs. The maximum effective 
frequency is set at Fmax = 1/Tpulse = 10 MHz. The resulting 
resonant network components’ values are Cf ≈ 15 nF, L ≈ 8 nH. 
Choosing CH = 0.4 μF results in ΔVCC ≈ 0.25 V.  

The tracking results have been produced using MATLAB and 
are shown in Fig. 6, which also shows the reference vector 
generated as described earlier. The design example results in 
250% tracking efficiency improvement compared to a constant 
supply voltage (ηET = VE / VCC = 70% versus 24%). It should be 
noted that the efficiency estimation included conservative design 
of the GRSCC with series loop resistances of RS = 50mΩ, and 
power-stage efficiency of η = 85%.  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To verify the operation of the envelope tracker and 
demonstrate the control scheme solution, a 250mW prototype 
was built and tested, and is depicted in Fig. 7. Table I lists the 
power-stage specifications and components’ values. The 
converter was realized by a GRSCC as described in Section III 
with the resonant tank constructed using capacitors alone. To 
complete the resonant tank, air-core inductance of 10nH was 
added to reach the total of 20nH. The envelope reference signal 
was synthesized using MATLAB, based on generic OFDM 
symbols, and then translated to pulse timing and direction 
vectors. GRSCC control was implemented on an Altera Cyclone 
IV FPGA [26] to create timed source/sink gate-signals for the 
transistor drivers. Soft-switching was achieved with pre-
calibration of switching timings.  

Fig. 8 demonstrates the converter’s output, recorded from 
oscilloscope (Teledyne LeCroy HD4016) and compared to the 
original envelope and the predicted trace through MATLAB. The 
tracking results are in very good agreement with the theoretical 

TABLE I – EXAMPLE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Component Value 

Input voltage Vin 3.3 V 
Minimum input voltage Vin,min 3 V 
Average PA output power Pout 250 mW 
Reflected load impedance RPA 4.7  Ω 
Peak average power ratio PAPR 4   
Estimated envelope frequency  2.5  MHz 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 Simulation results of the converter tracking a reconstructed envelope Fig. 7

above VE(t). (a) wide view, (b) zoom. 

TABLE II – EXPERIMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Component Value 

Input voltage Vin 3 V 
Average PA output power Pout 250 mW 
Load impedance RPA 4.7 Ω 
Tank capacitance C 60 nF 
Estimated tank inductance L 20 nH 
Output capacitance CH 0.6 nF 
Estimated loop resistance RS 0.05 Ω 
Maximum switching frequency Fs 3 MHz 
Estimated envelope frequency  1  MHz 
MOSFET type SiA436DJ 

 

 

 250 mW 3MHz Experimental prototype. Zoomed in is the resonant Fig. 8

tank. 
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predictions, verifying the capabilities of the converter as well as 
the design procedure. The tracking efficiency is measured to be 
ηET ≈ 65% versus 20% in the linear mode approach, with 1/Tpulse 
just marginally above the envelope frequency, an improvement 
of more than 200%. Furthermore, the presented solution is with 
similar performance to a switched-inductor approach. It should 
be noted that in some cases the current pulse is triggered before 
VCC(t) reaches VE

*
(t), and is due to a slight deviation of the 

resonant parameters and efficiency estimation in relation to the 
virtual boundaries discussed in Section III.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

A new, rapid adaptive voltage scaling envelope tracking 
system based on a high-efficiency gyrator resonant-switched 
capacitor converter has been presented. Detailed analysis of the 
system detailed a new method for envelope tracking by current 
sourcing which facilitates tight tracking under limited design 
considerations (e.g. power and switching frequency). A design 
example has been provided to emphasize considerations oriented 
toward the target values and performance. The analysis has been 
methodically verified by simulations and experiments and the 
results are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions 
providing tracking efficiency improvement of more than 200% 
using switching frequency of less than 2.5 times higher than the 
envelope signal. 

Combined with the topology benefits, the volume-saving 
simple GRSCC voltage regulation scheme presents an attractive 
alternative to the switch-inductor converters, in particular in area 
sensitive applications, and establishes the foundations for better 
power delivery concepts for envelope tracking applications. 
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